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Update from Australia
1. Political update
•
•
•

South Australia blackouts
Capacity shortfalls and gas
Retail pricing

2. Changing generation mix
•
•

Coal-plant retirements
Increasing VRE

3. Market/Regulatory Update
•
•

AEMO’s Integrated System Plan
National Energy Guarantee

4. Battery of the Nation
•
•
•

Future NEM analysis
Shortlist of pumped hydro sites
Augmentation of existing sites
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Political Update
•

Prime Minister (PM) Malcolm Turnbull announced
funding for Battery of the Nation, and investigation
of 2nd Interconnector.

•

Australian Government progressing project to extend
Snowy Mountain Hydro Scheme, Snowy 2.0.

•

National pumped hydro storage opportunity
assessment

•

PM Malcolm Turnbull summonsed all major
electricity retailers to a meeting in Canberra,
addressing rising power prices

•

Government imposed new Australian domestic gas
security mechanism – ensuring enough domestic
supply to meet demand.

•

Government tried to convince AGL to keep 2000MW
Liddell coal plant open (Retiring ~2022)

•

2017 Climate Change Review – on track to reduce

emissions by 26 to 28 per cent below 2005 levels
by 2030
•

The Energy Security Board (ESB) announced a new
policy framework – National Energy Guarantee
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Retail prices
• Retail prices continue to go up (average price rises in some states ~12% P.A)
• Australian household electricity prices are above OECD average
• Concerns over effectiveness of competition and customer engagement
• Prime Minister met with all major retailers to address rising power prices
• ACCC undertaking a number of reviews to assess power prices
• Retailers offering ‘discount rates’ to customers must now disclose when this
discount is ending.
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Generation mix and retirements
• Hydropower is just over 40% renewable ~8% electricity
• Coal generation is retiring and VRE penetration is increasing.
•

Nearly 7,000 MW of thermal generation capacity is +40 years of age - 10% of total generation.

•

More than 15,000 MW between 31 and 40 years old

15,000 MW
over 10 years

• Coal plant retirements (recent and future) are placing stress on Australia’s market
•
•
•

Hazelwood power station retired 2017 – removing 1,600MW supply
Liddell power station expected to close 2022 – removing 2,000MW supply
3 year notice of closure has been announced to provide window of opportunity for
necessary investment
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Australia’s Energy Policy Debate
• Renewable Energy Target
•
•

Increased and Extended in 2009
Reduced in 2015

• Carbon Price
•
•

Introduced in 2012
Repealed in 2014

• Emissions Intensity Scheme
• Low Emissions Target
• The Finkel Review 2017
•
•

Clean Energy Target
Three-year Notice of Closure

• National Energy Guarantee 2018
•

Proposed to commence 2019

• Integrated System Plan 2018
•

Proposed to commence 2019
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Market and Regulatory Update
Integrated System Plan
Australia’s Energy Market Operator (AEMO) are currently considering:
1.
2.

The suitability of the NEM’s transmission investment framework; and
The potential to implement Renewable Energy Zones in the NEM.

National Energy Guarantee
1. A Reliability obligation requiring retailers to hold sufficient contracted electricity

to meet their peak demand to commence 2019; and
2. An Emissions obligation requiring retailers to contract with a mix of generation
including low/zero emissions to commence 2020
• Intention is to provide a long-term and enduring policy framework.
•

Australian Government is seeking agreement from the States and Territories during
2018 with final design and legislation due before the end of the year.
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National Energy Guarantee
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Tasmania as the
Battery of the
Nation
October 2017
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The Tasmanian power system
• Operates as a ‘virtual’ pumped hydro
• Imports energy when price is low on mainland (from low demand,
high supply and/or high renewables)
• Allows storages to build with natural inflows
• Exports to mainland when prices are high
• Exports when renewables penetration high in Tasmania (water in
‘run of rivers’ and wind)
• Also balances out times of dry periods and high demands in
region
• Up to 1200 MW surplus capacity in summer available for export
• Tasmania has heavy heating demand in winter and light summer
demand due to minimal air conditioning load
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Components of Battery of the
Nation
The Battery of the Nation (BotN) project has the potential to double Tasmania’s
output to ~5,000 MW. BotN comprises of three key work streams.
1. Tasmanian Future State NEM Analysis
– To be released in March 2018. Build and test models of a future Tasmanian

energy landscape, including energy storage, generation, demand response
and transmission investment for Tasmania to make a greater contribution to
the National Electricity Market.
2. Assessment of sites for pumped hydro opportunities
– Identification and evaluation of state-wide opportunities and developing a

shortlist of potential sites. Less than 15 sites have now been shortlisted.
3. Augmentation of existing plant to increase energy output.
– Projects to improve and optimise our existing hydropower generation are

ongoing (at Tarraleah and Gordon power stations).
see: https://www.hydro.com.au/clean-energy/battery-of-the-nation
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Discussion
• Will the National Energy Guarantee:
1. Provide sufficient arbitrage pricing opportunities?
2. Assist in achieving Australia’s emissions reduction objectives?
3. Appropriately value ancillary services?
• Will the Integrated System Plan and Renewable Energy Zones facilitate
further investment in transmission and interconnection?
• Will the retirement of coal and increasing penetration of VRE create a
competitive market for pumped hydro storage and interconnection?
• How can Australia gain insight from the experience of international
hydropower peers to ensure effective transition to a low-carbon
economy?
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Thankyou
Alex.Beckitt@hydro.com.au
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